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The rxi~ rate from a ‘safe region’ plays an important rule in dynamic reliability Ettccrry with 
multivariate random loads. For Gaussian processes the exir rate 1s simply calculated only for 
spherical or lioear boundaries. However, many smooth boundaries, not of any of these type,,, arc 
asymptotically spherica! in variables of lower dimensiun, having a greater curvature in the 
remaining variables. As is shown in this paper, Ihe asymptotic exit rate is then sin& exprcs~tf 
as the exit rate from a sphere for a process of the lower dimensions+ corrected by an expkit lactnr. 
The procedure circumvents the need to calcuiatr complicated exit rate integrafs for gcnlsraf 
boundaries, reducing tl?e problem to a Gaussian probability integra1 for indcpendcnl VariiMc%. 
A result of independent interest relates the tail distribution for a MUTI of a noncentral x’-vatiahle 
and a weighted sum of squares c:f noncentral normal variables, to the tail distribution nf the 
X’-variable only. 
Extremal theory * reliability * &-squared processes * maxima * safety of structures 
* quadratic forms 
1. Some exit problems 
This paper is motivated by a group of problems which are naturally formuIated, 
either in terms of extreme values of nonlinear functions of multivariate stochastic 
processes, or as a mutcidimensional exit problem. In the theory of reliability of 
systems, subject to a multivariate ioad, the exit formulation is inherent in the 
p Hem. It also vises when modefIing certain processes (which are themselves not 
Gaussian) as functions of a multivariate Gaussian process, e.g. the central or 
noncentral ~z-process, 
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or more generally, a quadratic form 
p n 
(Xk(t)--dk)2+ ~ yk(Xk(t)--dk) ~ (1.1) 
k = i k=p+l  
where ~k ( 1 and dk are constants. 
In reliability theory, the survival of a system subject o a set of timevariable oads, 
X(t) ~ R", is often expressed in terms of a safe region criterion with a safe region 
Sc_~'~; the system is supposed to survive up to time T or longer, if X(t)e S for 
all t ~ [0, T], and to fail at the time of the first exit from S by X(t). Examples of 
vector process models for systems reliability have been given by, i.a., Veneziano, 
Gregoriu and Cornell [10], Fiessler, Neumann and Rackwitz [3], and Hohenbichler 
and Rackwitz [4]. 
If X(t) is a stationary process one can define the mean number of exits from S 
per time unit/.t(S), finite or infinite, and call/z(S) the exit rate from S. Under mild 
conditions on the dependence in X(t) and on the smoothness of the boundary of 
S, the total number of exits in time T will have an approximate Poisson distribution 
with mean T~(S) if T is large and /z(S) small. The survival time will then be 
approximately exponential with mean 1/l.t (S). 
Unfortunately, the exit rate/z(S) is difficult to calculate explicitly except for a 
few very simple regions, viz., those whose boundary is either a plane or a centered 
sphere in ~". 
The aim of the present paper is to show how for a class of safe regions with 
boundaries defined as the level surface of a smooth function g(x)= u, x ~ R", the 
exact ex;t rate can be approximated by the exit rate from a sphere in dimension 
p~ n. Thus for this class of functions, here called functions with partial e~tremal 
rank, the asymptotic extremat distribution of g(X(t)), with X(t) an n-varia;e 
Gaussian process, can be completely expressed in terms of the asymptotic extremal 
distribution for a h,2-process with p degrees of freedom. This procedure circumvents 
the need to calculate complicated exit rates for general boundaries. 
Section 2 contains ome basic facts about general exit rates, and exit and crossing 
rates for (centered) ;~.2-processes. In Section 3 the concept of fuU extremal rank 
(p= n) is introduced, and a theorem given about the asymptotic distribution for 
the maximum of g(X(t)) where g has full rank. 
The rclationship betwc cn the X2-process and its concomitants, and the processes 
with full extremal rank is also considered. 
Section 4 treats in some detail the tail distribution of quadratic forms in normal 
variables, represented in the form (1.1). It is proved that the tail of the distribu- 
tion of (!.1) has a simple relationship to that of the noncentral xZ-distribution 
with p degrees of freedom. This motivates calling p the extremal rank of the quadratic 
form. 
Section 5 deals with functions of partial extrcmal rank for which the extremal 
distribution of g(X(t~), ()-'~: t~ 7" as Y--,o. ~, is related to that of a ..t-:-process w,ith 
p degrees of freedom where p < n. 
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The general conclusion of Sections 3 arid 5 is that under weak assumptions on 
the function g(x) and the Gaussian process X( t ) ,  there exists an integer p, called 
the extremal rank of g(x),  and a constant O > 0, such that if, for some rr, 0 < 7r < 1, 
/ " 
P max Y. X2( t )<. t  ~ I r  as t r~oo,  T--,oo, (1.2) 
~()<~t~T k=!  
then 
P~" max g(X( t ) )<~uT}~ .° I o~,~T ' (1.3) 
if UT =sup{g(x);  [[XI[ <~ tT}. Conversely, if (1.3) holds, so does (1.2) for 
tr -- inf{ [I x II; g(x) /> ur }. 
Thus, the extremal problem for the process g(X( t ) )  is reduced to findir~g the 
rank p and the constant 0, which in the examples in Section 5 can be calculated as 
a multiple normal integral. For example, if X~ (t), . . . .  X,, (t) are independent normal 
processes and (1.2) holds, then for any constants Yk < 1, 
P{,,m,axT 
with ur = tS- and 
o= fi 
k =p+ I 
~. X?,(t)+ Z ykX~(t)<~UT ~Tr° 
J k = 1 k=p+l  
( l -Tk ) -~/2=E exp S, ,AX~:(O . 
k = p+ I 
Thus, the extremal rank of g(x) -  P ~ " Y~ x .+~p+t 7~x~, is p. 
2. Prel iminary remarks on exit rates 
Let X( t )  ~ R" be an n-variate stationary process and suppose there is a safe region 
S = S,, defined by means of a sufficiently smooth (e.g. continuously ditterentiable) 
function g(x) such that x e S,, if and on!y if g(x) <~ u. Define 
M~ (T) = sup{g(X(t)) ,  0 <~ t ~ T}, 
so that the 'survival probability' f ie:  the spec!fic u-value) is 
P{X(t)  ~ S,,, all t c [0, T]} = i°{ ~'vi~ (T)  ~ u}. 
If T is large and u = UT adjusted so that 
TP{ Mg ( 1 ) > uT } = r > 0 
then. under fairly weak mixing conditions on X(t ) ,  
P{M~( T) ~ U-r} ~- e ~ ;
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see Leadbetter, Lindgren and Rootz6n [6, Ch. 13]. Further, P{Mg (1) > u} can often, 
for large values of u, be approximated by the expected number of upcrossings of 
the level u per time unit by the process g(X(t)), i.e. by the exit rate ~(S,) as 
defined in the introduction. We shall make specific use of the estimate 
P{M~(T)> urI<~Plg(X(O))> ur}+ T/z(S,,~), (2.1) 
which stems from the fact that if M~(T) > ur then either g(X(O)) > ur or else there 
is at least One upcrossing of the level ur by g(X(t)) for 0 -<- t~ < T. 
In order to find the approximate failure probability 1 -  exp(-Tlz(Su)) one thcre- 
fore has to evaluate ~ (S,,) for the specific region S = S,. As was shown by Belayev 
[1 ] (and generalized by Lindgren [7]), it can be obtained as a surface integra; over 
the boundary 6S~, 
#(S,) = f E((v~, X'(0))+IX(0) = x)fx,,,(x) ds(x), (2.2) 
d 6s.  
{ds(x) denoting surface measure), provided 6S, is sufficiently smooth. Here f.x-,~(x) 
is the probability density function of X(0), while ux = (~,~x ) is the unit normal at 
the point x on the surface pointing out from S, and (x, y) = ~ x~y~, z + = max(0, z). 
An equivalent way of writing #(S,) is by means of the function g(x), i 
t,(S,,) =/, ,x, , , , , (u)E ~ g(X(t)) Ig(X(O)) = u (2.3) 
t=( l  
where f , ,x , . , (u )  is the probability density of g(X(O)). 
For a Gaussian vector process with independent components, X(0) and X'(0) 
are independent vectors, so that (2.2) is in that case slightly simplified by the 
observation that 
E((v~, X'(O)y IX(0)= x) = E((v,, X'(0)) +) = E{(Z v~,/'Xi(O)) +} 
where .5". "~ ' v, X~(0) now is normal. 
However, even for a Gaussian process, #(S) is hard to evaluate in general. It is 
only for a spherical region with 
IJ IJ " " } ,5S,,= x~:R"; x z= V xT=u" 
i.:! 
that p.( S,, ) is simply calculated. If X(t) = ( X~ (t) . . . . .  X,, (t)) has Oaussian indepen- 
dent stationary components with E(X,(t))=0, V(X,(t))= 1. V(XI(t))= A:,. then 
tsee e.g. [9]L 
~,,{u) =/a(S,,) = C,(,~)u"-t e "'/2. (2.4) 
I lerc  
(;,(A I = i2 ,'rt ,,,. t, _" f (' , '~" A 2,)', ds,,ly , (2.5) 
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where ds,,(y) is the uniform measure on the unit sphere with total 
2'n"/2/F(n/2). In particular, if the time scales are equal, Le. A2~ - Az, then 
mass 
6", (a) = 2(,,_ l)/zF(n/2 ) . (2.6) 
For an off-set sphere with center d = (d~, . . . ,  d,,) and boundary 
6S,(d) =Ix eR";  IIx- dll == uZ}, 
one can express the exit rate by means of the noncentral xZ-density with noncen- 
tl "3 
trality parameter D E =-~2 d~', provided the time scales are homogeneous. With 
g(x) = I]x-d]] z one has 
dg(x( t ) )=2 ~ (X~(t)-d,)X~(t), 
i=!  
which, conditioned on X~(t) = x~, i -- 1 , . . . ,  n, is normal with mean zero and variance 
Thus 
n 
4 E (x,-d,)zV(X',(t))=4Azllx-dl[ 2. 
i=1  
E d =x)  =2(1t2/ )'/Zllx-dtl ({~ g(X(t))}+lX(t) 2rr ,
and it follows from (2.3) that the exit rate is 
i~(Su(d) )=2u(A2/27r ) l / z fg~x~t~(u2)=2u(A2/  1/" 27r) ~f,,,D(u'), (2.7) 
where f,,,o is the noncentral x2-density with n degrees of freedom and :',oncentrality 
parameter D z. 
We shall have the occasion to study in more detail the tail behaviour of this 
distribution later in this paper. Here we shall only present a simple asymptotic 
expansion for f,.o(u) and #(S,(d)) for large values of u. Let X~ . . . . .  X,, be 
1¢1 'n 
independent s andard normal variables, and dl . . . . .  dn constants with D 2= Y~I dT, 
so that 
x~,(D)= E (X , -d , )  ~ 
i=1  
has a noncentral x2-distribution with noncentrality parameter D 2. Obviously X~ (D) 
has the same distribution as 
(x,- o):+ x:, 
i=2  
which implies the foll:~wing relation between the densities, 
I x f,.D(y)f,~-~.o(X - y) dy. f,,,~(x) = ~,,  
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Here 
1 
= d P ( (X , -  D) 2 ~< x) = ~ (6 (,,/x + D) + ~ (-,~x + D)) f,.D(X) dx 
~ 2-~x $(x /x -  D) as x--, oo. 
Writing q = (n -1 ) /2  and introducing the central xa-density, 
f,- i .o(x) = (2qF(q))- lx q-I exp(-x/2) ,  
one obtains, after a change of variables (z =.,/y, v = u -  z), 
f" 2uf~.tj(u ~) _ 2u (d~(z+D)+ek( -z+D))  6 (u -  O) 2qI'(q)4~(u- D) ~-=o 
x (u2-  z2) °-J exp( - (u2-z~) /2 )  dz 
- uq [ " ( v)  q' 
F(q) ,,,,=o (e-°°'"-~) +e-°~)vq- '  1--~u 
tlq f '~: e-DvV q-l dv=(u /D)  q asu--)oo. 
F(q) ,~=o 
dv 
(2.8) 
inserting this into (2.7) yields the asymptotic exit rate from a sphere with radius u 
and center d (D= ]ld]l), as 
1 x/--~(u/D)~,,_,~/Zexp(_(u_D)Z/2) ' u~.  ~(S,,(d)) ~ ~-~ (2.9i 
The calculation of the exact exit rate is thus in general a complicated task, and 
several approximations have been suggested in the literature. The simplest of these 
is to replace 6Su by one or more tangent hyperp~anes at points where it is close to 
the origin, or where it is most likely to be crossed, which are usually the same 
points. A more accurate procedure is to replace 6S,, by oscillating hyperspheres at
the same points, and then use (2.4) or (2.8). 
The purpose of this paper is to show how an approximation of the boundary 6S,, 
by a surface which is spherical in a subspace of lower dimension and is less curved 
in the remaining coordinates ometimes can be used to obtain the asymptotic 
extremal distribution for a wide class of smooth functions. The theoretical justifica- 
tions has been developed in [8, 0], to which the reader is referred for complete proofs. 
3. Extremes of functions with full rank 
Let, from now on, X(t) = (Xt (t) . . . . .  X,, (t)) be a vector of independent, station- 
ary Gaussian processes with zero mean and unit variance, and with covariance 
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functions rk (t) = Cov(Xk (s), Xk (s + t)), admitting the expansions 
rk(t)= l-,~,ktz/2+o(t z) ast-+O. (3.1) 
Also assume 
rk(t) log t--*0 as t--, 00 for k= 1 . . . .  ,n. (3.2) 
Suppose that each Xk(t) has continuously differentiable sample paths; then 
V(X'(t))=;~2k. Write A=(A2., . . . .  ,~2,,). As defined in Section 2, ~, , (u)= 
C,(A)u"- '  e - ' ' /2 is the average nmnber of exits per time unit of X(t) from the 
centered sphere 8S,, ={x e R"; Ilxll - u}. As is seen from formula (2.5), the constant 
C~ (A) depends on all the fluctuation rates ax/~2k, which may oe different for different 
components. A large ff'A~zk-value means a rapid fluctuation, and in fact, exits in the 
xk-direction are frequent in proportion to the value of A',/~2k. This will be important 
when we come to nonsymmetric regions, and we therefore have to introduce a 
'density' function over the unit sphere ~[~S 1 ={xE~n;  Ilxll = 1}, which defines the 
relative intensity of exits in various directions, 
catx) IIl,'ll=. (Ek=t AzuY~) '/2ds,,(y) Ilxll = l 
where ds,.(y) is uniform with total mass 2w"/2/F(n/2). Obviously 
f cA(x)ds,,(x)=l. 
It x H = ! 
[3.3) 
We shall now define a coordinate transformation which is fundamental for the 
study of extreme values, which reduces the scale for the normal variation of the 
process and magnifies the parts with extremely large values of IIX(t)II. This transfor- 
mation must depend on the total observation time, since large values of [IX(t)ll, 
which occur with very low probability in any short time interval, are bound to occur 
several times in any extended period t,f time, and are therefore part of the 'normal 
variation' for large I~ 
Write R~I = {x c R"; x ¢ 0}, and definc, for each T > 0, the transformation h'~" I~;', 
R;I, by 
x 
h'~¢x) = II-~CT~,,(ILx!I)) ' for I',xl,=> n-  I. [3.4) 
For Ilxil-~ n -  1 the value of h].(x) is unimportant, and we define it there so that 
IIh~-(x)ll is continuous and increasing in ilxll for fixed x/llxll. 
For large T-values the transformation acts so that for moderate values of Ilxll, 
for which the exit rate ~,(llxll) is not very small, then h~-(x) is close to the origin. 
Only for Ilxll-values such that Tg,. (llxll) is bounded away from 0 and oo, the value 
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of h~-(x) is nontrivial. Thus the transformed process 
f f r ( t )=h'~. (X( t ) ) ,  O<<-t<~ T,
spends most of its time near the origin, but at each extreme value of X(t), with 
IIX(t)ll =u  such that T/ , , , (u)  = I", .X'r(t) has also an extreme with II- T(t)ll- 1/y. 
Thus  3~r (t) behaves like a 'barbed wire' at which barbs or spikes of random length 
occur at random instants. In the entire observation interval [0, T] there are an 
average of 1/r spikes with length exceeding r. Under weak covariance conditions, 
the spikes occur, asymptotically as T ~ oo, according to a Poisson process (after time 
normalization), and it is therefore an easy task to evaluate the asymptotic probability 
of a visit to any region of interest. 
To see this, let N be a Poisson point-process in R~ with an intensity at the point 
rx (llxtl = 1, r > 0) given by the measure 
r 'd r×cA(x)  ds,,(x). 
Then, as is shown in [9], the points of all spikes of ,-XT(t),0<~ t<~ 7", form a point 
process N.r in R~ which tends ill distribution to N as T - ,w ,  provided (3.2) is 
satisfied and each component Xk(t)  has continuously ditterentiable sample paths. 
Thus, e.g. 
P{Nr (B) = 0} - P{N(B)  = 0} = e-r,,,) 
for any Borel set B whose boundary has Lebesgue measure zero, and with 
l ' (B )= f r 2 d r×G(x)ds , , (x ) .  (3.5) 
. I  r~, H 
Here B is a fixed set in the space R,'I of the transformed I~rocess ?Cr(tt. 
Furthermore, under the extra condition that B is ray-shaped, i.e. 
x z B ~ tx c B for all t > l, 
then also, under the same conditions, if inf{Hxlt; x c B} > 0, then 
P{f(l (t)~ B, some te [0, T ]} -  P{N(B)  >1 1}= l -e  -r~l~' as T-~, .  
(3.6) 
In our problem we have a safe region S,, which depends on u (and will be taken 
to depend on I" via u I, and shall consider the transformed safe regions under the 
trar,,sformation h ~. Thus. let S, with boundary tSS,, be defined by the smooth function 
glx). 
x~_-S, ¢~ g(x)~u,  
:,nd svritc 
A, , ,  = h'~ (S,,) = {t1'~(x); glx)~ u}, B.-r = A'.,r ={h~.(x)" g(x) > u}. 
(3.7) 
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for the images of the safe and unsafe regions, respectively, under h ~.. As previously, 
assume that g is nondecreasing on all rays, i.e. 
for [[xl] = 1 the function g(tx) is nondecreasing in t > 0, (3.8) 
(which implies that $7, and B,,3- are ray-shaped), and define, for each x, with IlxII = 1, 
t,, ( x) = inf{t > o; g( tx) >~ u} (3.9) 
and 
t,, = inf t,(x) =inf{llxll; g(x) >I u}. (3.1(I) 
Hx[l=! 
{1 ) 
1 =sup , ,g (sx )<u (3.11) 
r":r(x)= Tlz,(t,,(x)) T~. (s )  
(where the second equality follows from (3.8)), for the radius of A,-I along the 
x-directions, i.e. 
r,,T (X)=sup{t > 0; tx~A, . r}=in f{t>O;  tx~ B,, -r}. 
Finally define, according to (3.5), 
I',,n - = F(B,,. r) = r --2 dr x c~ (x) ds, (x) 
l!xll= I r=r,,.~-'x) 
j- 
= r. - JT(xlc.(xl  ds . (x ) .  
il x II ~ 1 
There exists a class of safe sets S,, (and corresponding functions g(x)), here to 
be called sets (and functions) of full extremal rank, for which one can find a sequence 
of u-values depending on 7", u = uT, such that t,,,. ~oo as T~,  and such that the 
transformed unsafe region B,,..r has a limit (in a sense to be made precise in Theorem 
3.1 below), and for which 
I'1 I$) P{M~(T) <~ u-r} =P{X( t )~ S,,,, all t~ [0, T]}-~ e 
as T--, oo. 
Theorem 3.1. Let {S,,} be a family of ray-shaped safe regions, and suppose one can 
lind a sequence {Ur} such that 
t,,, = inf{ U x 11; x c S;,, } -, ~ (3.12) 
as T-+ oct, and a Borel set B c R~I whose boundary has Lebesgue measure zero, such 
that 
0<F(B)<~,  (3.13)' 
inf{llxl]; x~ B}>0, (3.13)" 
Further, write 
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Bu,,T ~, B in the sense that for every ~ > 0 there exist ray-shaped 
Borel sets _B~, B~ whose boundaries have Lebesgue measure zero, such 
that _B~ c B c ~,  .B~ c_ B,,~,T c_ Bs, for all sufficiently large T, and 
F(B~) - I'(_B~) "-~ ,5. (3.13)"' 
Then 
P{X(t) ~ S,,~, all t ~. [0, T]} = P{Mg (T) <~ ur} ~ e -rtm 
where, by (3.5), 
l ' (B)= f rn l (x)c , (x)ds, (x) ,  
II xtl = I 
rl~(x) = irff{t > O; tx ~ B}, 
provided (3.1) and (3.2) are satisfied. 
Proof. We know from (3.6) that for every ray-shaped Borel set C c R~'~, whose 
boundary has Lebesgue measure zero, and with inf{ Ilxll; x c c}  > 0, 
P{Xt (t) E C, some t ~ [0, T]} --, 1 -e  -r~cl 
as T--, ~c.. This holds, in particular, for _B8 and /~, which exist for arbitrary 3 > 0, 
according to (3.13)" (since it fol lows from (3.12)  that inf{ [t xll; x ~/~} can be taken 
strictly positive). Since 
P{Xr(t) c B,,,I, some t ~ [0, T]} 
can be bounded from above and below by replacing B,,,.r with /3~ and _Ba, we get 
the upper and lower limits for the probability when T--> 00, as 1 -exp( -F ( /~) )  and 
1 - exp(-l'(_B~)). But these bounds can be made arbitrarily close to 1 - exp(-F(B)) ,  
so the conclusion of the theorem follows. [] 
Theorem 3.1 states the asymptotic failure probability under conditions on the 
safe region Su. Of course, one can give sufficient conditions on the function g under 
which P{M~(T) ~- ur} has a limit. 
Theorem 3.2. Let g{ x), •" -+ ff~ be a smooth fanction, nondecreasing on all rays, and 
suppose one can find a sequence {ur} such that r,,,,r(X) (as defined by (3.1 1)) has 
a limit r(x) as T--, :~:~. with 
_ro=liminf inf r,,,..r(x)>O, (3.14) 
and 
O.~r,, = inf r (x ) , :nx )~o,  (3.15) 
t i l 
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where the limit is finite and continuous on a Borel set of x's with positive measure, 
and infinite otherwise, and suppose the convergence (to the finite and infinite limits, 
as rhe case may be), is uniform in x except on some set 19,. with measure on the 
umt sphere, for arbitrary small e > O. Then 
P{Mg (T) <~ UT} ~ e -r¢m 
with 
F(B)= I r- l(x)cA(x)dsn(x) 
t!xll=l 
prorided (3.1) and (3.2) hold. 
Proof. Take e > 0 and De with measure on the unit sphere such that r,.,.r(x)~ r(x) 
uniformly on D~. Writing DE = E~ w E~, where 
E~={x;llxll=l,x~D~,r(x)<oo}, ET={x;llxll=l,x~tD. rtx)=oo}, 
we then have, for T large enough, 
Ir, ,~.r(x)-r(x)l<e i fx~E~, r ,~.T(x)>l/e ifx~E'~.. 
We can therefore take 
_13 ={rx; x ~ E,, r ~ r(x) + e}. 
B = {rx; x ~ E,, r >I r (x ) -e}  u{rx; x ~ E'?, r >1 l /e} u {rx; x c D,., r >~_r~,-e}, 
and conclude that. with B,,, -r defined by (3.7), for all sufficiently large T, 
Be_ B,r..r C_ B, 
and further B_  B_ /3  with 
B--{rx; Ilxll-- 1, r~> r(x)}. 
With the safe region S,, ={x; g(x)<~ :aT} we can now check conditions (3.12) and 
(3.13) in Theorem 3.1. Then (3.14) implies t,,T=inf{llxJt; g(x)>ur}--'~ (since 
otherwise infltxll =, r,~.-r (x) ~ 0) so that (3.12) holds. Furthermore r0 = infllxll = ~ r(x) > 
0 clearly implies (3.13)' and (3.1J !". Finally 
F(B)- I ' (_B)= f {(r(x) -e) - l - ( r (x)+e)- l}c~(:~)ds, , (x)  
xE  E~ 
+ f Ec^ (x) dsa(x)+ f (.ro-e.)-lca(x) dsn(x) 
x c F.~ ~ x c D~ 
which can be made arbitrarily small by taking e small. Thus also (3.13)"' holds, and 
the conclusion follows fi'om Theorem 3.1~ [] 
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Note that the concept of extremal rank refers to the geometric properties of the 
level surface {xel~l"; g(x)= u} for large u, and does not say anything about the 
magnitude of g(x) for large values of II x It; if f ( r ) ,  r e R, is a nondecreasing function, 
then g(x) ,  x ~ R ~ and/ (gO: ) ) ,  x ~_ I~" have the same extremal rank, but the extreme 
values of g(X( t ) ) ,  0 ~< t ~< ~'; and of f (g (X( t ) ) ) ,  0 <~ t <~ T, can be of different magni- 
tude. The motivation for introducing the concept is that it relates the extremes of 
g(X( t ) ) ,  0 <~ t -~ T for large values of T to those of the X2-process with p~< n degrees 
of freedom, as we shall see in the following examples. 
Example 3.3. For a spherical safe region with g (x )= Ilxll ~, the exit problem is 
equivalent o the extremal problem for a X:-process, 
i= l  
As T~ac  we let u = u-r-' ~ so that Ttz , , (UT)=z>0,  i.e. 
u~.=21og T+(n-  l ) lognog T+log  2 " -~-21og ~'+2 log C , (A)+o( I ) ,  
where C., (A) is defined by (2.5). Then obviously r,,'.r (x) = 1 / 7" for all II x II = 1, so that 
B,,~, --- B ={rx:  Ilxll = 1, r > l /~} 
is independent of T. By (3.3) 
t I,/-.t = r c~ (x) ds(x)  = 7" 
• ~ i; x !~, -~ I 
and if (3.2~ holds it follows directly from (3.6) that 
,,{ 
as T ---, x~. 
sup )~'2(t) <~ u]~} = P{X( t )  ~ S,~. all t c [0, t]} 
1|-  f -  1 
--= 1 -- P{.~r-(t) ~ B,,~..r, some t ~ [0, T]} ~ e '~ 
Example 3.4. Suppose 
( i )  there is a constant M, such that for all large t. 
g{tx)-t2"~:~ M for Ilxll-- 1, (3 16) 
(ii) there is a set Sc{x~" ;  tlxll = I} with nonzero measure, and a function 
g'Ix',', continuous on S, such that, as t - - ,~ 
g( tx ) - t2+2g*(x ) - - ,O  for x~ S, (3.17)' 
and further. ~rlriting S" = {x c I~',"; ll/ll -- 1. x z sb  
t'( t x ) -  t: .-* - .x  for x E .';~. (3.17)" 
dcfining g*(x) = +~: for such x-value'.~; 
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(iii) for each e > 0 there is a set S, c {x e R"; Ilxll = 1} with measure less than e, 
such that the convergence of g(tx) - t z towards -2g* (x )  is uniform for x outside S,.. 
If g(x) satisfies (i)-(iii) the process Z(t)  = g(X(t) )  is called a concomitant to the 
g2-process, and its extremes are of the same order of magnitude as those of the 
g2-process. 
To see this, let UT ~ oO as in Example 3.3, i.e. take Tlxn (UT) = 1" > 0, and consider 
a point y on the level surface g(y) = u~-. Writing y = Ilyllx we have, by (3.17)' that 
T~. (IlYlI)= TC. (a)llYll"-' exp(-IlyltZ/2) 
= TC,,(A)u~-' exp( -~u~-g*(x ) ) (1  +o(1))-*  ~" e -~*f~' as Ilyll-~oo, 
uniformly on S n S~ for every e > 0. 
For xeS ~ we have, by (3.17)", 
Zt~,(llYll)~0 = re  ~*c~' 
uniformly on S ¢ n S~, since then 11Y If 2 
Furthermore, by (3.11), 
-g (y ) -  tlyll z -  u~. ~ oo = g* (x ) .  
r, LT(X ) = 1 ~. -1  e~*C~) 
Tu,, (t.~(x)) 
(uniformly on S~) so that the transformed unsafe region 
B,~., ={rx; Ilxll = 1, r> r,,~.7.(x)} 
has the limit 
B =trx; Ilxll = 1, r> z ' eg*(x)}. 
since g*(x)= lim,_..~-(--g(tx)+ 12), (3.16) implies inf{tlx II; x ~ B} > o, and (3.14) and 
(3.15) in Theorem 3.2. The uniformity required in that theorem is guaranteed by 
(iii), and we have 
I'(B) = f f r-2drcA(x)ds"(x)=~'f e-g*(~cA(x)ds"(x)" 
I i x l [= l  r=r% ~*~'~ f l r l l=!  
Thus it follows from Theorem 3.2 that if (3.1) and (3.2) hold then 
• I 0 I . o~ w= T Itxll = t 
with the same definition of u~- as for the X:-process. 
Note that if Z( t )=g(X( t ) )  is a concomitant o the g2-process, and therefore 
with full extremal rank, then e.g. exp(Z(t)) ,  Z2(t), etc. all have full extremal rank, 
and of course the appropriate sequence u r is a simple function of that for the 
X 2-process. 
When g(x) satisfies the conditions of Theorem 3.2, the tail of the distribution of 
M~(T)=sup{g(X(t)) ;  0"-~ t<~T}, for fixed T, is related to that of M,~(T)= 
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sup{x~(t); 0~t<~ T}, where 2 X,,(t) is a X2-process with n degrees of freedom. In 
fact, let u and t be related by 
u=sup{g(x); Itxll <~ t), t=inf{llxll;g(x)>~u}, 
and suppose u ~ u~,= sup{g(x); x E R"} if and only if t~  ~.  Then, under the condi- 
tions of Theorem 3.2 there is a constant 0 > 0 such that (taking T = 1), 
P{M, (1)"> u}--- OP{Mx~(1 ) > t 2} (3.18) 
as u--, u~, (or t--, oo). The constant 0 is simply (with r0=infll~ll=~ r(x)), 
O=Ii r(---2-~ I~1=, r(x) ca(x) ds,,(x). 
Then the conclusion of Theorem 3.2 can be written 
P{M~,(T)<~ t~-}~ It, 0< re< 1, 
if and only ii 
P{M~.( T):~- U.r}-~ Tr °, 0<zr<l .  
It seems natural, from (3.18), to say that g(x) and Y~ x~. have the same (full) 
extrema! rank n. We shall in the next two sections consider functions for which 
P{M~(I) > u}~ OPIMx~,(I)> t2} 
for some integer p < n (and constant 0> 0), in which case we call p a partial extremal 
rank. 
4. Quadratic forms with partial extremal rank 
For a function g(x) of full extremal rank the level surface g(x) = uT (or g(x) = u;r 
as in Example 3.4) is almost spherical in some nonvanishing cone {x c t~"; x~ Ilxll 
S}. This mean:; that X(t) ,  at those points where g(X(t)) has an extremum, tends 
to be distributed near that part of the sphere tlxll = uT  which falls in that cone, if 
u~ is adapted to the total observation time T by T/z,, (UT) = ~" > 0. Many practically 
important functions, such as the quadratic form 
• I !  1 
g(x)= xi + ~ ykx-~ withyk<l ,k=2 . . . . .  n, 
k 2 
are not of full rank, however. For such a function there is no way of adapting UT 
to T so that the level surface g(x)= Ur satisfies the requirements in Section 3. In 
particular, for any family ul, one has either 
lira inf r,,,.1(x):--(I or liminf I',,, i =0. 
! - '~ t i  I I ~  ' 
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For such functions it may still be possible to find a separation of the variables 
x = (x~, . . . ,  x,) into two groups, x ~) = (x~, . . . ,  xp) and x t2)= (xp+l, . . . .  x,), in such 
a way that the extreme values of g(X(t))  occur when Xtl) ( t )= (XI (t), . . . .  Xp(t)) 
has an outcrossing of some extreme sphere in R", while X(2~(t)= 
(Xp+l ( t ) , . . . ,  X,,(t)) at that point takes a value which is independent of X(~)(t), 
and distributed as the(unconditional) distribution of X(2)(t). The value of X(2)(t) 
then only slightly modifies the extremum g(X(t)) ,  
The main idea in this separation is exhibited in the following asymptotic result 
for a noncentral quadratic form in standard normal variables. Since it also has some 
independent interest but does not seem to be available in the literature on quadratic 
forms, it is stated and proved here in some detail; see also [5], [2], and [3] for 
numerical comparisons, and alternative methods. 
Let X~ . . . .  , Xp, Xv+ ~, . . . ,  X, be independent s andard normal variables, and let 
d~, . . . ,  d, and Yv+~ . . . . .  y,, be constants with ?k < 1, k=p+l  . . . . .  n. Then 
P 
X2v(D) = ~ (Xk-dk) 2 
k=! 
is a noncentral xa-variate with p degrees of freedom and noncentrality parameter 
D 2 = Yf d~,. Obviously 
L .~ .~ L 
x~(D)=x~(O)+xT,-,(D) (=x~(D)+x~-I(O))  (4.1) 
L 
with independent components; = denoting equality of distributions. Write fp.o(x) 
and Fv.D(x) for the density and distribution function of X~,(D), so that, in particular, 
F, ,D(X) = P((X, - D) 2 ~< x) = ~(D +'fix) - q~(D -,~x), 
e-~/2 (e- D~'; +e°~';), (4.2) f , ,D(X)- 6(D)  2'/---~-" 
for x > O. 
We first prove the following lemma regarding the tail 1 - Ft,,D(x) for large x. 
Lemma 4.1. If Fv.D(X) is a noncentral x2-distribution function with noncentrality 
parameter D 2, then 
(i) for fixed y, 
1 -Fpx~(x- y) 
• ~.e y/2 asx~m 
1 -Fp, o(x) 
(ii) for each e, 0 < e < 2, there is a constant K, such that 
1 - Fp.D(X -- y) <~ K, eY/~( 1 - Fr~.o(x)) 
for all x and all y > O. 
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l~rooi. The pointwise convergence in (i) follows immediately from the corresponding 
limit for the density function, fp, D (x - Y)/fp.o (x) ~ C/2, which is easily proved, using 
(2.8). 
To prove the uniform bound in (ii) we proceed by induction over p, using (4.1), 
i.e. 
I/ 1 - Fp.o(x) = f , .o (z ) ( l - Fp_ , .D(x -z ) )dz .  (4.3) =0 
We first prove (ii) for p = 1, i.e. that there is a constant K~ such that, for all x and 
all y>0,  
1 -F i .o (x -y )<~ K~ er / ' ( l  - Fl.a(x)), 
which is equivalent to 
e c~ r ' / ' ( l  -F j . t~(x -y ) )  
~< K,. (4.4) 
e ~/' ( 1 - Fl .o (x)) 
Write h(x) = e~/'( 1 - F~.o(x)). For x ~ 0, (4.4) is trivially satisfied with K~ = 1, while 
for 0<x<y,  
h (x -  y) e '~ri/F 1 
h(x) h(x) h(x)" 
Now h(0)= I, h (x )>0 for x~0,  and by (4.2) 
h(x) = e~/* (1 - @(D +,ix) + @(D - ~/x)) ~ e x/" ,~(4x-- D) 
x /x -O  
~,00 as  x ---> o,~. 
Thus h(x)--, ~ as x--* o~, and since h is continuous it follows that inf{h(x): x ~> 0} = 
h,,>O. It follows that (4.4) holds for 0< x< y with K~ = l /h , .  
For x >~ y > 0, finally, 
h(x -y )  sup{h(z); z<~ x} 
<~ = k(x). say, 
h(x) h(x) 
where k(0) = 1, k(x) > 0 for x i> 0. Since h(x) is strictly increasing for all sufficiently 
large x (to see this, just differentiate), k(x) = 1 for all large x. Since k is continuous 
it again follows that k(x) is bounded by some ko for x > 0, proving (4.4) for x/> y > 0. 
Thus (4.4) holds uniformly in x and y ~ 0 for any constant K,. ~> max( l, 1/h. ,  k.). 
Thus the statement (ii) is proved for p = 1. Repeated use of (4.3) gives an inductive 
proof of (ii) for all p, i.e. 
I l 
I - / -~ . , tx -  y) = f , . , , (z)(1-Fp , . , (x -y -z ) )dz  
z=O 
~ K, e ~'' /,.,,,(z)(l -FI,_ ~.t~(x-z) )dz=K~ C"~(1 - Fl,.,(x)). 
completing the proof of part (iiL ~2 
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We can now prove the following theorem, relating the tail probabilities of a 
quadratic form of partial extremal rank, to that of the noncentral xZ-distribution. 
Theorem 4.2. Let  X , , . . . ,  Xp, Xp.~, . . . .  , X ,  be independent  standard normal  vari- 
ables, and  d~, . . . , d,, and  %,+ ,, . . . , %, constants with Yk < 1, k = p + 1 . . . . .  n. Then, 
as  u .-.> oo , 
P (Xk -dk)  z+ Z 
! k =p+l  
~/k (Xk  -- dk )  2 > U 2) -P  
where 
I ' l  
h(y, d) = II 
k =p+ I 
is independent o f  u. 
(1 - yk ) - I/2 exp(~ d~, yk/  (1 - "tk ) ) 
iI 
Proof. Write x (2~= (xp+, . . . . .  x,,) and 6 z= 82(x (2)) = Y~p+, Yk(Xk- -dk)  2. Then 
P (Xk - dk) 2+ Z 
k | ~¢ =p+l  
"A (Xk  -- dk) 2 > U 2) 
(4.5) 
where .,.,,_p,6 (x~2q, is the (n -p ) -var ia te  normal density of Xp÷,, . . . , X,. Here, by 
Lemma 4.1 (i), 
P(Y~-=, (Xk - -dk)2> U2--6 2) ~. ea_-/2 (4.6) 
p P (Y-k=, (Xk--dk)2 > /,/2) 
9 as u -+ m for any fixed 6 2. 
Further, by Lemma 4.1 (ii), for any e, 0 < e < 2, there is a K, such that 
P(E~=, (Xk - -dk)  2> U 2-62)  K~ e a2/~', p " )2 (Y-k~ (Xk-dk > u:) 
and if e > 2 max Yk. ;.t,en 
f ,> 4)"- t '(x(2)) dx (2) ea:(.~,:,)/~ 
=(2rr) - ' "  ,,,/2 exp -~ v x~,+- 2 
f2~ k=l,-~ l E k=p+l IC 
Tk(Xk -- dk) 2) dx ~2) ~00. 
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Therefore, if we divide (4.5) by P(Y~' (Xk -  dk) 2> u 2) and take the limit as u2~ oo, 
we can use (.4.6) with dominated convergence, obtaining the limit 
h( y, d) = f~,~, (])n-p(X (2)) e ~2(x'2))/2 dx (2) 
= k=p+, fi f ~ exp(--½(X~--yk (Xk--dR)2)) dXk 
]1 (1 yk) -1/2 1 2 = -- exp(~dk yk/(1 -- Yk)) (4.7) 
k=p+l 
which is the content of the theorem. [] 
Let X(t)  = (X~ (t) . . . .  , X. (t)), t = 1,2, . . . .  be a sequence of independent vectors 
with independent s andard normal variables. 
Corollary 4.3. f f  UT ~ ~ as T -~ o0 so that TP(Y~ = i (Xk ( 1 ) -- dk)2 > u~-) -~ r then 
P ,max-,, k=! ~ (Xk( l ) -dk )2+ k=p+lY- yk(Xk( l ) - -dk )  2 ~U~. ~ . 
ProoL The result follows directly from Theorem 4.2 and the Poisson approximation 
for binomial exceedances. [] 
As is seen in the corollary, the magnitude of extreme values of a quadratic form 
is determined by the multiplicity of its largest eigenvalue. The smaller eigenvalues 
only modify the extreme to a certain extent. It is therefore natural to call the 
multiplicity of the largest eigenvalue the extremal rank of the quadratic form. We 
shall later give examples of quadratic forms of partial (nonfuil) extremal rank. 
5. Separaf:~on f variables Ior extremes and general functions of partial extremal 
rank 
In this section we shall describe atechnique with separation and partial transforma- 
tion of variables in order to ,obtain the general distribution of extremes of a function 
g(X( t ) )  of a multivariate Gaussian process, in cases when g(x)  has not full extremal 
rank. Let x = (x~ . . . . .  xp, x,. ~ . . . .  , x.) be separated into x ~= (x~ . . . . .  x;,), x ~2~ = 
t.rr. ~ . . . . .  x,,) and let #;,(u) = C;,(A~J))u e-~ exp( -u2 /2)  with 
(~,(a'J') = 12~) ' r ' ' z '  " A:,x; dst, (xll'), 
il~ '~ i-=l \ i= I  
be the exit rate for the sub-process X ~ ~J(t) from a centered sphere in R r' with radius 
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u. As before, write 
X (1) 
for IIx'"ll >p- l ,  
iix---ii 
and define the partially transformed process 
( . !~ ~(t), X~2~(t)) --. (h~.(X~S~(t)), X~Z~(t)), (5.1) 
which picks out the extremes of X~'~(t), leaving Xte~(t) unchanged. 
The trajectories of the transformed process will, for large T-values have a generally 
small .~-component  with a normally distributed x~Z~-component. At instances 
which are determined by the extremes of X~'~(t), the component £~) will rise to 
an appreciable level; at these instances the value of x ~z~ is of course still determined 
by the normal X~"~(t)-process, which is independent of X~'~(t). 
The values of ( J~ ' ( t ) ,  X(2) ( t ) )  for 0<~ t~ T at the spikes in the X~-process  
defines a point process in I~g x W'-~ Under the simple covariance conditions as t --, oo, 
rk(t)logt-~O for k= l , . . . ,p ,  
rk(t)~O fo rk=p+l  . . . .  ,n, 
(5.2) 
this point process tends to a Poisson process N in n~ p x R "-P with intensity 
r( rx ~l~, x~'~) dr dst, (x ~l') dx ~-'~= r -2 dr x c^,, ,(x ~l') ds~,(x ~'~) x d~,,-v(x ~-'~) dx '2~ (5.3) 
at the point (rx~'~,x'2'), r>0,  IIx ' ll=l, "-', (x'-") being the (n-p)- 
variate normal density of X~"~(t), and ca,,,(x ~'~) a density on the p-dimensional unit 
sphere, 
A,_ x2 , IIx'"ll=l. 
I 
The proof of this statement is given in [9, Theorem 4.3]. 
Now, let S,, be a safe region defined by the smooth function g(x '~, x~2~), such that 
(xq~,x'Z')~S, ¢~ g(x~'~,x~'-))<~u. 
and make the transformation i analogy with (5.1), h~'" -P:R~x~"' - - ,R~xR ''~'. 
defined by 
hV,, i~, x ~ ~q-'~), z l'(x' '~) = (htz(x' ~), 
where h!~.(x ~'~) is defined by (3.4). The trans"ormed safe and unsafe regions are ther~ 
A,,-r = het"-P(S,,) = {(h-~(x"~), x(2~); g( x~l', x~2') ~< u}, 
B,.r = A],.+. = {( h~-(x <'', xt2>); g(x' '~, x 'z~) > u}. 
We shall now see how for a general class of functions g(x ~'', x ~2~) one can find a 
sequence u = Ur such that the probability that (Xt' l(t), X~Z)(t)) ever leaves S,,,. for 
0~<t<~ T is in the limit equal to P(N(B)=O)=e -r~m, where N is the Poisson 
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process 'with intensity (5 3), 
I ' (B) = f r(rx ~ ~. x (2)) dr dst, (x ~'~) dx ~', 
rXt 11,3t'1211C H
(5.4) 
and B is the limit of the transformed unsafe region Bu.r,r. 
Suppose g(x ~ ~, x ~)) is nondecreasing along rays in x t~ ), i.e. g(rx ~,  x ~)) is nonde- 
creasing as a fm~ction of r, for [Ix ~)lI = 1, x(Z)e W '-p, and define 
.,,~ x,2~) x(2/) c r..r(:t , =SUp{t>O; (tX ~,  A..T} (5.5) 
as the radius of the transformed safe region along the xt')-direction for fixed x ~2~. 
Further, writing r,,.T = r,,,r(X ~,  x(2)), let 
l;,,r--: r(rx ~ i~, x~2~) dr dst,(x ~)  dx ~2~ 
2 I n p 
be the mean number of points in B,,.T for the limiting point process N. 
x R . ray-shaped in Theorem 5.1. Let {S,,} be a family of safe regions, S,, c R J' "-P 
x' " c-W', and suppose one can find a sequence {u.r} such that 
t,,, = in f{ l lx ' " l l ;  (x 'j', x ~2') '~ S,%, some x '2~ } --, az 
as T--, a~,. and a Borel set B c R~ x~ "-~, whose boundary has Leb~sgue measure 
zero, such that 
O< F(B) < oc; (5.6)' 
]or all su[ficiently small e > 0, I'(BF ) < ~ where 
B, = {(x'".  ~.,2,) ~ ~,q x R"- r; ~1£,2} tx'2'-.~c-'~ll < e, (x ' " ,  ~'-~') ~ B} 
is an extension of B by an amount e in the x~-~-direction ; 
B,,, ~ --, B in the sense that for every ~ > 0 there exist 
Borel sets _B,s and B~, ray-shaped in x ~'~, whose boundaries 
have Lebesgue measure zero, such that _B~ c B c_/~s, and 
_Ba c_ B, , . r  ~_ B~ for all sufficiently large T, and 
1' (B~)  - 1"(_B,~) ~ ~; 
(/fJ,, replaces B. then (5.6)" holds. 
(5.6)" 
(5.6)" '  
(5.~) .... 
?'hen 
P{X(t)  c S,,,. all t c [0, T]} = P{M; (T)  ~ Ur} ~ e r, ,, 
where I ' (B)  is given by (5.4), provided (5.2) is satisfied, and provided there is a 6 > 0 
such that 
limsup FP{( ,~'~' '(t), X'2~(t)) e/~,~, so,re t ~ [0, "]} < oc. (5.7) 
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Proof. As in Theorem 3.1 one can bound the probability 
P{X(t) ~ S~ r, some t ~ [0, T]} = P{( . .~( t ) ,  Xt2~(t)) e B,,.T, some t c [0, T]} 
from below and above by replacing B~,.T by B~ and /~. Since, by assumptions 
(5.7), and (5.6)" and (5.6)"', the set B~ (and therefore also B~ _c/~) satisfies the 
requirements of Theorem 4.4 in [9], it follows from that theorem that the upper 
bound 
P{( ,~ ' ( t ) ,  Xt2~(t)) ~/~a, some t e [0, T]} 
tends to P{N( /~)~ > 1}= 1-exp( -F ( /~) ) ,  with an analogous limit for the lower 
bound including _B~. Since I'(B~) and F(_B~) can be made arbitrarily close to I '(B) 
the conclusion of the theorem follows. [] 
Note that the condition 15.6)" in Theorem 5.1 corresponds to (3.13)" in Theorem 
3.1. To see this, define, for any set B c ~ x R"- P, 
r,,(13) = inf{llx¢' ll; (x x c/3,  some IIx 2 ll d}. 
Then, if B satisfies (5.6)" then rd (B)>0 for all d>0,  since otherwise F(B~) =~.  
Also, since 
B~ __q B~ ={(x tl,, x~-'~; (x ~l~, £~)  E B, some £c2~}, 
if 
then 
r~(B)= lim r,~(B)= inf r,~(B)>O, 
I'(B,) <~ F(B.~) = 
r2'(B) < 00. 
r 
B ) 
: dr× ca'"(x ~)  dsp(x ~l~) 
Thus, (5.6)" implies ra(B) > 0, and inf,~:.o rd(B) > 0 implies (5.6)". 
In specific examples one has to check the convergence of r,,, 3- (x ~ i,, xCZJ) defined 
by (5.5) to see if it has a limit r.,.(x ~I~, x'2~) such that the transformed unsafe set 
B,,,.T tends to 
B ={¢rx'", x'"'); IIx'"li = 1, ~'~'~ R" ", r>  r~ (x'",  x'2')} 
in tile sense of (5.6v". However, the conditions of Theorem 5.1 are simple to check 
directly as we shall see in the following examples. 
Example 5.2. Consider a quadratic torm of partial extremal rank in independent 
normal processes, 
p n 
g(X,(t l  . . . . .  x,,(t~)= E x~.(t)+ E 
k- : l  k=p+l  
"/k (Xk( t) - dk) 2 
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where Yk < 1, and dk, k = p + 1, . . . .  n, are constants. Its extremal behaviour is related 
to that of a X2-process with p degrees of f reedom as follows. 
Let u: t -~ as in Example 3.3 with p substituted for n, Le. T#p(uT)  = r>O,  and 
u~-=2 log T+(p-  1) log log T+log  2P-~- 2 log z+2 log Cp(A~)+o(1) ,  
(5.8) 
where ,~t~=(A2~ . . . . .  A2p) are the timescales for X~(t), . . . .  Xp(t). Writing, as in 
the proof of Theorem 4.2, 
~52=~(x~2')= y~ 3'k(Xk--dk) 2, 
k=p+i  
a sequence of safe regions can be defined by 
S., ={(x ~'', x'2>); g(x ''~, x'2~) ~ u]-} 
={~x'", x'2'); ~(x  '~') ~ u~, IIx"'ll 2 <~ u~-  ,~(x'-'~)}. 
By the transformation h~"- P( x ~), x ~2>) = ( her( X~;), xC2;), S,.,. and the unsafe region 
. ,,, are transformed into the sets A,,~,r and B,,T,T, respectively. Since hP-(x ~)) = 
(Tp.u(l[x~'[[))~ for ]]xl~ll2>~p-1 and ~, (u ) i s  decreasing for u '~p-1 ,  while 
h~,-' (x ~ ~') is just defined to be increasing as a function of l[ x l~[[ when 11 x l~lll" < P -  1, 
it is convenient to split S,~], and the image B,,.,.7. according to the value of u~-- 62(x~2~), 
viz., 
and 
.S,], = {(x, i ,. x ,2 , j .~2(x~2) )<~u~._ (p_ l )  ' "  i -~1~([) 2 ~.  ~.,/~, "  __ ~2(~{~)) .  - } 
w {(x'", X'Z'); u:).- (p -  1) < 3"(x <" )<~ u~., llX~l'l]2> u~.-6-(x~2~)} 
~{~x"', x'-"); ,s"(x'~') > u~.}, 
B,,,.7. = B'rw B."rU BT, say, 
where each B';, B'/r, B";~ is the image of the corresponding subset in the separation 
of S; ~ In particular • f4 ! " 
B' ,={tx '" ,x '2 ' ! ;~, - (x-  ~ u~-- (p  1),t[.r ~ II:>(T#p ' " -~- (v u3,-  6"~x~2~))) - '}, 
while 
B'~ w BTc_ B*={tx"':..r~:') ", ,~2(x'"~) ">. t,~ - p -  1)}. 
Thus 
P sup g(X!t ) )  ::- u) 
II- t-  I 
= P{(.;~r ! '(D, X"-'(t)) c B'r, some t ~3 [0, T]} + Pr, 
~5.9) 
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where 
O<pr < P{( ,~( t ) ,  Xl2~(t)) ~ B~-, some t~ [0, T]} 
=e l  t k--p+, ~ Yk(Xk(t)--dk)2>U2--(P--1)'s°met~[O'T]}" 
2 n Writing y=max Yk < 1, D =Y~k=p+~ d2, ff~= Y- I (u2-D2-(P  - 1)), we see that 
this probability is bounded by 
P Y. XZk(t)>ff2I<~P X](O)>f i  2 +Ttz.-p(fir) 
k=p+l [k=p4 1 
(cf. (2.1)), which tends to zero as T~co,  since tTT~oo and ~/u~.~ y- i>  1. Thus 
Pr ~ 0 and we can concentrate on the first probability in the right-hand side of (5.9). 
Now, for 8-" = 82(x ~'-~) <- u2- (p  - 1), 
Tlz,,(4u-~r- 62) = TCv(a ('))(u~-62) `p-1'/2 exp(-(u~-82)/2) 
= T#l, (UT) e~2/2(1 -- 8 ' /u  2)~p-,,/2 
= "r e~2/2(1 -- ~2/ l~T) (P - I ) /2  , 
so that Brr is monotonically increasing with T towards the set 
B={(x'",x'2)); [Ix("ll > r - '  e-,:(x,-',,/21. 
Since it is also ray-shaped in x ~t) for fixed x (z~, we can use Theorem 5.1, checking 
condition (5.6). First by (4.7) 
r(m=f I re~:(~"9/2c'~'"(xt")@"P(x(2')dst'(x('))dx~e' 
jlx'l~ii= I x~21~R"P 
= r f e~x'"')/z~b,, p(X (2)) dx ~z~= rh(y, d) <oo 
3 l(2) (zl~n--P 
where h(y, d) is explicitly given by (4.5), so that (5.6)' obviously holds. 
Further, since 3' = max 3'k < 1, 
B~ B ={(x  1'1), x(2)); Jlxtl)ll > T -I e -'/11x¢;''112/2} 
with the extension 
and 
F( /~)  = ,r fx'2',zR" -p eV(If":'2qP+¢?/2dp,,_p(x (2))dx  (2) <00 
so that F(B~) <- F( /3 , )<~,  and (5.6)" is satisfied. 
Finally, (5.6)"' and (5.6) .... are trivially satisfied since B~- is increasing towards B 
and F(B) is finite. 
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To apply Theorem 5.1 one has to make sure that (5.7) is satisfied, and this is 
proved by direct estimation in Theorem 5.6 in [9]. Thus, if X~(t) . . . .  , X ,  (t) satisfy 
(5.2) it follows that 
{ " } dk) <~ U 2 P sup ~, X~(t )+ 3jk(Xk(t)_ 2 
O~t~T k=!  k=p+!  
exp(-zh (y, d)) 
where u~-, given by (5.8), is adapted ~o the X2-process with p degrees of freedom, 
so that 
P sup E X~(t)<~uZr ~e- ' ,  
tO~-~t'~ T k=l  
and 
h('r, d) I"I (1 rk )  ~/z ~ , = - exp( ykd~,/(1 - Yk)). 
k =1-~ I 
Example 5.3. Let Xt( t )  and X2(t) be independent, stationary normal processes 
with mean zero, unit variance and the same covariance function r(t), A2 = -r"(O) < oc, 
and write 
z(t )  = x,  it)+ r(x~(t)+ X~(O) '/' 
for some constant y > O. In this case the extremes will be of the same order as those 
of X~ (t) + y[X~ (t)l, i.e. of the order ( 1 + ),)u~. when u~. is adapted to the univariate 
process X, (t). 
To find the proper extreme value distribution, we make a transformation of the 
variable x~ to 
X I ,2 h~-(xl) ~( .T#t (x , ) )  ~1 sign(xl 2'rr = = ) ~  e~f f  2 
7,,:a, 
and consider the partially transformed process ( .~[(t) ,  X_~(t)). 
For any level u>0 the safe region S,,={(x~,x,) ;  x t+y(x~+xS)~-<u} is 
equivalently defined by 
{ -~." I "~ It, 
y-'(x~ + r: )2 (5.1(1) 
• z)<(u-.r~ , 
and after some rearrangement its boundary can be seen to satisfy the equation 
-- + x~ , (5.11) xi l+y  l+y  
besides the inequality .v~ < u. On the boundary x~ is defined implicitly as a function 
of .r:,.r~ =aix : .  u), so that for (x~,x_,) on the boundary, the last term on the 
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right-hand side of (5.10) is equal to 
a(x , u ) -  
y 
Thus, if the levels ur  are chosen so that 
Tt*, (Ur/(1 + y)) = r > O, 
then ur'* m as T - ,  oo, and furthermore, any (x~, x2) on the boundary of S,,, 
x~ < ur and the equation 
2rr .,,, 2rr ur ,  -q i ~..,r.}__ y r . ; / . i  1 
~e'" '=  - -e  ' -  " " " +V~b(x2 ,  1.t r) 
T,/ A 2 T~/ A z 
satisfies 
where 
1 ~-~/211 +'/ I  =-e  - b(x2, u r), (5.12) 
T 
b(xz 'ur )=exp( l (  a(x2,uT)-l+3"/ur]2]" 
Here obviously b(x 2, UT)> 1, and it follows simply from (5.1 1) that, as u r~ o0, for 
fixed x,, 
a(x2, Ur)-  ur -=O(u : r ' ) ,  
. 1+3, 
so that b(x2, Uc) ~ 1. 
Now, if x~ >0 the left-hand side of (5.12) is equal to the transformed variable 
£~t, and hence every (xt, xz) with xt > 0 on the uqsafe side of the boundary satisfies 
-e -  - ~"b(x2, Ur). 
T 
Further, it is easy to see from (5.10) that if (x~, xe) is outside the safe region S,,,, 
at least one of the following set of inequalities holds, 
xl > 0, Ix21<~ur/3', (5.13) 
I 
~'> ~ e- ~.,.~_/2~1~ 'b(x2, ur),  
Ixel > UT/y, (5.14) 
+ > 3" (5.15) 
Since, by Example 3.3, 
lim {IX2(t)l> u.,.13", some tc  [0, T]} 
T ~ oc  
= lim P{X~(t) + X~(t) > u~l 3':, some t c [0, T]} = 0 
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we need only consider the asymptotic probability that (5.13) occurs, and can 
disregard (5.14) and (5.15). More precisely, if we write 
1 
Br  = {(xl, X2); Xl  ~> 0, Ix~l <~ UT/"/, X, > - e-W'2"/a~l+~')b(x2, ur)} 
T 
for the transformed subset of the unsafe region that satisfies (5.13) then 
lim P{X~(t)+ y(X~(t)+XEE(t)) > ur, some tc [0, T]} 
" / "  ~ :IC 
= lim P{(XI(t) ,  X2(t)) ~ BT, some t~ [0, T]}, 
"/"  ~ ,'If 
awl we can use Theorem 5.1 to derive the latter limit, provided we check conditions 
(5.6). 
The limit of Br as T ~ oc is 
B ={(x,,  x:); x, > 1 e_~,~/:,,+~,} 
T 
and since b(x2, u t )> l  we also have Br~B.  Furthermore, writing 
I " r exp(-yx;_/2(1 + 7)), 
r r ~- 
F(B)= xi2 dx, x,b(x2) dx, = re~'-'2cl+~'6tx2) dx2= +% 
Since B, satisfies (5.6)" and I ' (B )< oe, Br c B, all the requirements in Theorem 
5.1 are fulfilled. 
As in the proof of Theorem 5.6 in [9], the probability of at least one visit to B 
can be estimated by means of the expected number of exits through the simple 
boundaries 
C~," ={(x , .  x:); r, = rk. vk., << fx=l < v~}. 
C2 =' = {(x,.  x=)" r~, ,  < x ,  ~ r~, Ix21 = v~} 
for a suitable sequence of constants rk--,(l, t'~ ~,  as k~.  thereby proving 
that (5.7) is satisfied. We can therefore apply Theorem 5.2 and conclude that if 
r(t) log t --, 1) as t ~ co. 
as T--, x-, and u~ = (1 + 7)u!~ where U'r is the proper level for the univariate process 
X~t~, / 'u~(u't) = r. 
Remark 5.4. In reliability engineering one sometimes encounters functions relaled 
to those in the last t~vo examples, for which the level sets are spheres Stj with center 
d~, and radius u l, > ild,~ tl, and e.g. on Sn, g(x) = fl = ut~ - [d~ II ( = the closest distance 
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from S o to the origin). To obtain a survival probability P{g(X(t))<~ fl, ('~ <~ t<~ T} 
for large/3 one can use the same technique as in the examples. If IId,li-+ ~ and 
IId ll/u -,a, 0<a<l ,  as f l~o0, then the extremal rank of g(x) is ~,, while if 
II do II - '  0 so  fast that II d~ II no -,  a 0,  then the rank is n. 
We finish this section with some remarks about the tails of the distributions of 
M s (T) = sup{g(X(t); 0 ~ t ~< T} and M,~ (T) = sup{x2p(t); 0 ~< t ~< T} for fixed T. Let 
u and t, as in Section 3, be related by 
u=sup{g(x); llxtl<-t}, t=inf{llxll; g(x)>~ u}, 
and suppose u ~ u~ = sup{g(x); x e tW'} if and only if t ~ oo. Then, under the condi- 
tions of Theorem 5.1, with S,, ={x; g(x)<~ u}, there is a constant O>0 such that 
P{Mg (1) > u} ~ OP{M,7,(i) > t 2} 
as u ~ u~ (or t ~ oo). Furthermore 
t¥i,-* 7r, 0<rr< 1 P{M~(T)<~ "' 
if and only if 
P{M~(T)<-u-r}~r °, 0<Tr<l .  
Similarly, for X(t),  t = 1,2 . . . . .  a sequence of vectors of independent s andard 
normal variables, under the same conditions on g(x), 
e{g(X(1)) > u}-  OP{x~> t 2} 
with the analogous relation for the maximum Mg(T) of g(X(t)),  t = 1 . . . . .  T. 
Thus the problem of finding the asymptotic distribution of M~ (T) is reduced to 
finding the rank p, the relation between tT and uT, and the constant 0. 
In the examples above, the values of 0 follow simply. Thus, in Example 5.2, 
n 
Ur=sup{g(x); l[xll<~tt}=t] + E ykd]/(l--Yk) 
~=p+l  
and we have the following sequence of implications 
P{M,.~,( T)<~ t"r}--,e-" ~ Ttt,,(t, )~ r 
( ) ~T~p( ' , /u r )~- '=rexp-~ 2 Tkd~/(1-- "/k) 
k =p+ I
P{Mx~ ( T) <~ ur} -) e- ~-' 
- ~"h(  y ,  d )  
:=> P{M~ (T) <~ U-r} --' e 
Thus. r' h ( T, d) = 7"0 and 
k=p+l  k=p+l  
(1 -- ~ffk) -1 /2 .  
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In Example 5.3, Ur = tr(1 +y)  and with Tp.t(t.r) = r one has 
P: tMx i (T )<~t~. I~e -~ and P{M~(T)~uT}~e .,1+~, 
Thus 0 =-/1 + y in this case. 
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